
SAFETY IS KEY: Higher value items such as rawhides are more likely to cause
dogs to display guarding behaviours. Please place dogs with these items in their
kennel or behind a closed door to prevent them from feeling stressed. Children
should be instructed to never approach a dog in their kennel or remove food items,
toys or stolen items from their dog and should find an adult to help.  

TRAINING: Training sessions should be done in a quiet environment without the
distraction of other people or household pets. 

FOOD BOWL EXERCISE: Place a few kibbles or treats in your dog's food bowl.
Then place it on the ground and allow them to finish all the food in the bowl. Pick
the bowl up once the food is finished, refill it, and place it down for your dog once
again.

POSITIVE PROXIMITY: Passively during the day while your dog is enjoying their
daily meal or a higher valued item. Walk by, toss a treat in your dog’s direction or
place one gently beside where your dog is eating, and continue walking. This will
help to teach your dog that good things happen when you approach them. This
exercise can also be done with toys.

SIT AND BE CALM: Teach your dog to sit for all items, such as food and toys.
Daily, with their food bowl, ask for a “sit”, once they sit, place the food or item on
the ground, then release them from the sit position using a release cue so they can
have their food or toy. 

TRADE GAME: When your dog has an item not suited for them such as a
Kleenex, a shoe, or piece of garbage play the trade game. Approach your dog with
a high-value food treat and offer it to your dog. Most dogs will spit out what is in
their mouth and take the treat. In this instance, the stolen item can be put away.
Occasionally it will take more than one treat, in these instances place a pathway of
treats away from your dog and while your dog makes their way down the path of
treats, they will drop it along the way, and you can remove the item.

 "DROP IT": Teach a reliable “drop it” cue using positive reinforcement. Initially,
this can be done with a food lure. When your dog has a toy, get a treat and place it
near their mouth. They will drop the item to take the treat. As the item falls out of
their mouth say, “drop it” and give them the treat. Overtime you will start cueing
“drop it” prior to your dog dropping the item and begin using different item to help
your dog generalize this behaviour. If your dog will not drop the item, consider
increasing the value of your treat. You can also teach “drop it” by using two toys,
making the one in your hand always more exciting than the one they have. Adding
the cue “drop it” as they spit the toy they have out and giving them the one in your
hand.
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Resource guarding, also known as possession aggression, is defined as “[a]
normal behaviour which can become maladaptive. It may be directed at familiar
and unfamiliar humans or animals that approach the dog when it is near or in
possession of something it values. Guarded items can include food bowls, chew
toys, people, pets or places.” 
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT YOUR DOG’S BEHAVIOUR PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VETERINARIAN.


